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The Fairlight series was a renaissance in sound design and rhythm making, thanks to its exclusive collaboration with a number of multi-instrumentalists and recording artists. Each instrument had its own library of unique sounds, and the user could choose the best sound for each situation.
One of the Fairlight series biggest strengths was the ability to create elaborate arpeggios. The series featured a 4-voice, dual layer synth that could create dozens of arpeggios of any length in a single key. You can't get much more classic than the classic. Yes, we know there was an all-vinyl

Version 2, but this was a no-brainer, and the bass side is a work of art in its own right. With its curved side panels, polyphonic strings and highly resonant wooden body, the Odyssey XS.50 is quite unlike any other synth in the Roland range - It sounds like a grand piano, but it can also do
almost anything. Its incredibly flexible synth mode, harmony mode, arpeggiator and modulation section all combine to make this one of the highest-quality Eurorack instruments around. One of the few exceptions to Roland's ironclad rule, the VR-5000 is a monophonic synth that offers

several relatively affordable, really usable sounds. It's got a pleasant, consistently warm and punchy tone, and a solid assortment of oscillators. One major downside is its lack of modulation capabilities, lack of arpeggiator or integration with other synths or sequencing systems. The
Sequential Circuits Juno 6 was a leading force in the evolution of synth music. Even though it's now 30 years old, it's still a great sounding and fun instrument. It has a multi-layer architecture, providing a surprising amount of power for the money. The separate VCOs and filters per layer

allow for a wide range of tonal colors, even at low volume levels.
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Have a go at the fully patchable sequencer that comes with the SONiK SII. It features eight “Scales” based on classic scales, a “Per-Patch” Automation function, a customizable “jogwheel” and a gorgeous arpeggiator with up to sixteen patterns. Have a go at the fully patchable sequencer that comes
with the SONiK SII. It features eight “Scales” based on classic scales, a “Per-Patch” Automation function, a customizable “jogwheel” and a gorgeous arpeggiator with up to sixteen patterns. Sample player control over all the knobs and faders - a real live sequencer, sampler and synth all in one. The
Attack, Decay, Release controls provide you with a fresh method of both layering and instrumentation with no delay, no echo, no stuttering, no phase issues. The Prophet-60S was the first Prophet 60 synthesizer produced. Probably the only reason why it was shelved was because Dave Smith was

unable to find a MIDI interface to fit the encoder and MIDI out unit. This would eventually become the ubiquitous Ensoniq ASIO-X interface, and we would all love to have it back. My friend, Dan Gray, still has a Prophet-60S and a late model Mobius. I cant stand his Mobius as much as he did, but I miss
my favorite model of it. Midi CC control is what you're looking for if you're looking for a desk like this. While some of these synths may play a lot like an instrument, they are not required to be a musical instrument. In fact, these synths were meant to be the center of the show. People in the early 80s

and 90s were not as sensitive to instruments that looked like they were instruments. They were happy to play them and use them as a production tool and/or as a nice fit in a "more is more" production studio. 5ec8ef588b
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